Energy methods have shown promise as measures for quantifying the vulnerability of power systems to problems of voltage instability and collapse. However, to make such measures more useful as a security assessment tool in an operational environment, it is important to provide physical interpretations of the quantitative measure. This paper will demonstrate that for certain basic load models, the energy based security measure is equal to the area enclosed by a familiar Q-V curve, with a change of scale on the voltage axis. This interpretation has the added benefit of providing easily computed approximations to the maximum real and reactive power loadability both at individual buses and for the system as a whole. Results are demonstrated in detail on the IEEE 118 bus system, with additional tests on a 415 bus sample system.
I. INTRODUCTION
As transmission systems become more stressed due to increased loads and large inm-utility power transfers, effident system operation is becoming increasingly threatened due to problems of voltage instability and collapse [l] . The term voltage instability is generally used to dcscribe situations in which a disturbance, an increase in load, or other system change causes bus voltages to vary significantly from their desired operating range in such a way that standard mechanisms of operator intervention or automatic system controls fail to halt this deviation. If bus voltages ultimately fall in a more rapid decline, leading to loss of portions of the network, the term voltage collapse i s applied. These voltage related threats to system security am expected to become more severe over the next decade as demand for electric power rises. while economic and environmental concerns limit the construction of new transmission and generation facilities.
The problems of voltage instability and collapse have attracted considerable attention from power systems researchers, with much of the current work summarized in [l] .
[2], [3] and references therein. With the accumulating experience of the power system community, there is a growing recognition of the various aspects of the problem, combining as is does both slow and fast time scale phenomena, and quasi-static analysis methods with dynamic models. Convincing models of voltage collapse have been proposed that explain the phenomena as a dynamic consequence of a saddle node bifhation in 
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which the system's Operating equilibrium disappears [4] . Other works have explained oscillatory instabilities in voltage related controls as a
Hopf bifurcation in which a pah of eigenvalues of the system Jacobian cross the imaginary axis with nonzero imaginary part [SI. In this paper, the team voliage collapse will be reserved for a monotonic decay of voltage away from the desired operating point, and the corresponding analysis is restricted to loss of stable equilibrium through a saddle node bifurcation. The system state is assumed to move from a point of relative security to one of increased vulnerability to voltage instability through a quasi-static variation (time scale of tens of minutes to hours) in system parameters such as the aggregate loads. Several of the schemes for predicting vulnerability to voltage collapse currently used by utilities [a] , [7] employ variations on classic P-V or Q-V curve calculations, which identify the variation in critical bus voltagds) with respect to changes in loading and/or reactive suppart. The goal of this papex is to interpret energy function based voltage security measures reported in [8] , [9] in terms of Q-V curves.
Moreovff, a simple geometric relation will be established between the energy based se.curity measure and the allowable increase in load plus losses ("load power margin") at critical system buses or areas. Given the relatively low computational cost involved in computing the energy margin, this relation yields a new approximation to available load or transfer margins with lower computational cost than existing energy based methods described in [8] , or alternative approaches in [13] . [14] .
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
The energy function voltage security measure is most easily related to the types of Q-V curve analyses as reparted in [l, pp. 152-1571, [6] .
For example, Figure 1 is reproduced from [6] . showing voltage at a critical bus in a study system as the fictitious reactive supply at that bus is varied. Note that negative values of reactive supply correspond to inwewing reactive load.
The utility practice reported in [q indicates that it is inapppriate to set a single threshold on either the voltage or reactive power axis of Figure 1 , noting that: "Depending on network strength, the power transmitted. and the voltage regulating facilities the shape of the curve could range from very W o w to very steep. For the former, criteria based on voltage margin only might be inadequate since that margin could be consumed by loss of a small amount of reactive support. On the other hand. a criteria based on Mvar margin only might be inadequate if the characteristic is steep." As will be shown in the following section, the energy based voltage security measure is related to area enclosed by the Q-V curve shown in Figure 1 . with a modification of the voltage axis to the logarithm of voltage. As a result, either a very shallow curve or a very steep curve will yield a relatively small area enclosed, and a small energy margin. As shown in previous works IS]. [9] , [lo] , this margin can be computed at a cost less than that of the repeated power flow calculations necessaty to produce a curve of the type shown in Figure 1 . Moreover, the following sections will demonstrate how a single energy margin calculation can simultaneously provide information about a number of vulnerable buses in the network. It is useful to establish some terminology relating to Figure 1 . The point labeled as the "voltage instability point" represents the power flow solution obtained when the fictitious reactive source is at its most negative possible value. For values of the reactive source above this 0885-8950/94/$04.00 Q 1993 IEEE level (equivalently. lower reactive load), the plot shows the voltage component for two power flow solutions. Those with voltage components on the left "leg" of the curve will hexe be referred to as "low voltage power flow solutions;" those on the right "leg" will be termed "high voltage power flow solutions." The "voltage instability point" corresponds to the loading level at which these two solutions coalesce into one. If a simple dynamic model is used for a system having only P-Q type loads, then the power flow solutions predict the netwurk related components of its equilibria. and thii critical point is a saddle node bifurcation point. In such a model, the equilibrium associated with the low voltage solution is typically unstable, and will be denoted xu, and that associated with the high voltage solution is generally stable, and will be denoted XI To motivate the relation between the energy based security measure and Q-V curve, we begin by examining a simple one line example with P-Q load demands attached. The parameter change of interest will be an increase in reactive power demand. The following section will extend this analysis to a general n-bus network. Consider a system with a single series transmission line (ignoring shunts) connecting two buses, numbered 1 and 2. Bus 1 is assumed to be a slack bus, with voltage magnitude fixed at 1.0 pu. Transmission losses are also neglected. The load is attached at bus 2. and is represented as a P-Q demand that is independent of changes in bus voltage magnitude or instantaneous frequency. The parameter change of interest will be a quasi-static incrraSe in the reactive load parameter QL. The resulting power balance equations at bus 2 are: Observe that for positive bus voltage magnitude, solutions to (1) are unchanged if (1 b) is multiplied on both sides by V1, to produce:
With this modification, the resulting two coupled power balance equations are exactly integrable with respect to a and V. The energy based security measun to indicate vulnerability to voltage collapse is obtained by integrating the function composed off(., 0 ) and g(., -) from a lower h i t corresponding to the operating point. denoted x5=(a5, Vs), to an upper limit corresponding to a particular low voltage power flow solution, denoted xu =(U", Vu). Efficient computational techniques for identifying the appropriate low voltage solution are addressed in [lo] . For this simple example, we have:
Th subsequent discussions will make use of the following observations relating to the system model and to (2). i) We have assumed that the underlying parameter change driving the quasi-static evolution of the operating point is an increase in QL.
Observe that QL enters both explicitly in *(xu. x' ). and implicitly through the changes in the power flow solutions i and xu that occur as QL increases. This yields three distinct terms when evaluating the total derivative of 6(xu, x? with respect to QL. iii) Recall the fundamental theorem of calculus. If one differentiates a function with respect to a given variable, and integrates the result with respect to that same variable, one recovers the difference of the function between the upper and lower limits of integration, (iv) Consider the gradient of 6 with respect to 2 or xu. From the definition in (Z), this fields the power balance equations (la) and (1 b').
ii) As established in previous works
When evaluated at a power flow solution, these must be zero, so that:
To apply these observations, consider the one line system with a nominal reactive load level of a, associated operating point xs(Q,, low voltage power flow solution x"(Q",,. and energy margin S(x"(Q$. xs(Q!)).
If the system load is increased to QFa, one has xs(Q~">=xu(Q~). and 6(x"(QY). xs(QY)) = 0. From (iii) above, it follows that QLmn e. dQL = 0 -6(xu(QOL). x. CQ:))
(3)
Now consider (i). the form of the three terms that make up d6/dQ and their behavior when integrated as in (3) The second and third t m of (4) involve the gradient of 6 with respect to x; fivm (iv). it follows that these are zero. Only the f i t term in (4) contributes to the value of the integral in (3) . Thexefm:
where V"(Q3 and V"(Q3 are the voltage magnitude components of x"(Q) and x"(Q3. The right hand side of (5) may be interpreted as the area under a QL versus V curve, where the voltage magnitude axis is given a natural log scale. To illustrate this concept, Figure 2 shows the Q vs. l n o curve for the two bus system with a base case loading of 200 M W and 100 Mvar. That is, the figure plots the variation in the natural log of the voltage at bus 2 as a fictitious reactive supply at the bus is varied. The two points where this fictitious reactive injection are zero correspond to the base case power flow solutions for the system Work in [8] described how the nearly liiear behavior of the voltage security measure could be exploited to give very accurate estimates of the maximum reactive power that can be supplied to a given bus (the reactive margin). However, that method required repeated energy margin calculations over a range of operating points to provide data for The accuracy of this estimated reactive margin is shown in Table 1 for various values of reactive loading. Note that even for relatively low system loadings, the reactive power margin is estimated with an error of just a few percent. It should be stressed that the reactive power margin can be estimated just from normal and low voltage power flow solutions; there is no need to actually generate the Q-ln(V) curve.
The reinterpretation of the energy measure as an area as described above required that one take the derivative of the energy margin with respect to a load parameter. and integrate once again with respect to this same load parameter. With this observation, it is equally valid to use active power load as the load parametex of interest. Consider the result when the active power load, PL is used. Here (4) would be replaced by:
As per observation (iv) above, the partial derivative terms and at9/axs will again be identically zero along paths defied by the equilibrium power flow solutions xu(PL) and xs(PI). Similarly, as was the case when the system reached a reactive loading limit, one will have an active power loading limit at which 6(xu@"), X~( P~~) ) = 0. One therefore obtains a result analogous to (5). with 334 TU PL *(xu@. xs(P0L)) = au(PL> -as(P,)) dPL . 0 e ! It is importantto note that so long as$ and C$ are associated with the i.e., the right hand sides of (5) and (' 7) are equal. While (5) and (7) give two very different forms of integral expression, with very different curves (P-a versus Q-ln(V)), they must enclose the same area. Indeed, in the numerical examples to be examined in the following section, it will in some cases prove more convenient to use the P a area in calculations. Also note that the P-a curve produces an area closely related to the dmlexating area that would be calculated in a classic equal area criterion, except that the model used here includes reactive power balance constraints that are not considered in simple hansient stabii/equal area studies. Therefb the unstable equilibrium of interest, xu@), will not be related to that used in the equal area criterion. nonzero and the reactive power mismatch is zero so that the integration reduces to the integration of thereal power mismatch with respect to the bus angle: For this example. a maximum of 187.3 M W of constant P characteristic load can be added before the critical level is reached. Table 2 compares the estimated to the actual real power margins. Again quite reasonable approximations can be made even when the system is quite far from voltage collapse, and the accuracy of the approximation improves as the system loading is increased. A related and perhaps more intuitive relationship between the energy measure and the area enclosed by a P a curve at a load bus can also be developed by reconsidering (2). The P-a curve for the two bus system is obtained by changing the real load power P and holding the reactive load Q constant. As the P-a curve is traced, the state x = (a. V) will change along a path in state space from the high voltage solution x' to the low voltage solution xu. The energy measure can be evaluated by integrating along this path using formula (2) (the integration yielding the energy measure is path independent). In the integration along this path, the real power mismatch f(x) at the load is Moreover, if we regard the red load power P as varying as a function of a and write P" for the base case red load power at x' , then thereal power mismatch f(a, V) = P -p a d a "
which i s clearly the area enclosed by the P-acurve and the line P==p.
This argument extends easily to a P-U curve for a system with many buses. The integration path is obtained by changing the real load pow= at a given bus. Along this integration path, all other real and reactive logd power mismatches are zem, so that the integration reduces to the integration of the real power mismatch at the given bus in a manna similar to equation (8) . The rest of the argument is unchanged.
A related argument establishes that the energy measure for the two bus system is the area enclosed by the Q-V curve if the voltage is given a logarithmic scale. Evaluate the energy mtasure integral (2) along the path given by changing the reactive load power and holding the real powerconstant. Then
If we regard the reactive load power Q as varying as a function of V, and write Qo for the base case reactive demand, then g(a,V) =
which is clearly the area enclosed by the Q-lnV curve and the line
Q=Qo. This argument also extends easily to the Q-lnV curve for a multiple bus system. In addition a providing estimates of the maximum real and reactive power which can be supplied to the load bus, the energy measure can also be used to provide an estimate of the maximum additional MVA that can be supplied at a particular power factor; this limit will be denoted as S,,(pf). This also carresponds to choice of a particular integration path. Here the path is chosen so that the real and reactive mismatches maintain a constant relative power factor. By again assuming a parabolic area, the value of S, , @f ) can be estimated as: The point to be emphasized in the preceding discussion is that the energy measure itself need only be &mined once for a particular operation point, and that its determination does not require that any assumptions be made about future system parameter (e.g. load) variation. However, once the energy measure has been detmk?d, a number of complementary estimates of system security follow for various postulated patterns of load increase. For example, at the loading of 200 M W and 100 Mvar, the same energy measure of 0.861 was used to estimate the reactive power margin at 108.0 Mvar, the real power margin as 203.3 Mw, and for an assumed load power factor of 0.894, a margin of 121.9 MVA. Since the calculation of these security estimates is computationally trivial, as many as are necessary could be performed. If greater accuracy is required, a sequence of three or four energy margin calculations along the postulated path of load increase can be used to improve this estimate. as described in [8] .
IV. APPLICATION TO MULTIPLE BUS SYSTEM
The umcepte from the pvious section can be easily generalized to a systems of arbimry size. Moreova; simple approximiitions allow an accounting for transmission losses in the energy evaluations. These extensions can be accomplished by first replacing the scalar equations (la) and (lb') with the corresponding vector mismatch functions at every bus in the system (except the slack), using a sign convention for Pi and Qi that is positive for injections:
The d e r should note that the teams related to line conductance Gij involve only constant values of voltages and phase angles evaluated at the operating point. This approximate treatment of losses was inhduced in 191. With these terms, (9) and (10) yield zero mismatch at the operating point, but only approximate the true mismatch equations at all other points. Since the added tezms are constants with respect to the variable of integralion, the resultant energy measure is still exactly integrable (i.e. there is no path dependence in the integral).
W i t h these changes, (2) becomes a vector integration in 2x1
variables. where n is the number of buses (other than the slack) in the system. This integration is still performed along a path between the current operating point and a particular low voltage solution. Somewhat surprisingly. the energy measure for a lossless system remains exactly q u a l to the area of the Q-ln(V) curve for a single bus i. The derivation remains identical to that of the single bus case in (4), with the key observation that even in the multiple bus system, i.e., the integrand analogous to that in (5) remains a function only of voltage at bus i.
When losses are considered. the second term in the multiple bus analogy to (4) is no longer identically zero, since the gradient of the energy function at the low voltage solution yields the approximate mismatch equations. Therefore, for a system with losses, the energy measure approximates the area of the Q-ln(V) curve. Similar reasoning can be used to show that the energy measure approximates the area of the P u curve for a bus i. The effectiveness of this approximation will be explored in the examples to follow.
In a two bus system there is at most a single low voltage power flow solution. For the multiple bus system there can be a large number of separate power flow solutions (the maximum possible number grows exponentially with network size [l 11). However, computational experience reported in [ 101 indicates that the set of desired low voltage solutions can typically be restricted to just the n solutions found using the rectangular Newton-Raphson power flow with a low initial voltage guess at a single bus. Computationally efficient methods to further restrict the number of solutions to be calculated are discussed in [12] .
For a large system the energy measures found using the different low voltage solutions are associated with voltage security of a particular area in the system. The use of energy methods to determine security measures for a larger system is demonstrated using the IEEE 118 bus system. In order to produce an example of voltage collapse for the system, loads were assumed to be a linear function of a parameter k (k=l for basecase). To represent the change in generation necessary to eack this load increase, reasonable generator participation factors were assumed. Generator reactive power litnits were modeled using methods described in [9] . As an alternative to this direct use of the plot of the enagy measure, the previous section has argued that energy margins can also be used to approximate more intuitive measures of system security. To illustrate in a multiple bus example. consider again the relation of the enagy measure to the P a or the Q-ln(V) curve area for the case were load is changing only at a single bus. Using the parabolic area approximation. estimates of the real, reactive and MVA power margins from any given operating point can be calculated. Table 3 shows these values for the case of bus 44 being loaded (note that this pattern of load increase is much different than that assumed in Figure 5 ; the margins are therefore much lower in Table 3 ). Each of these power margins is obtained from a single energy margin calculation. For m m the actual areas of the Q-ln(V) and P-a curves (computed by numerical integrating the curves) are also shown. While the estimated margins are not as accurate as far the two bus system, they do demonstrate that the energy measures can provide quite reasonable estimates of system security, with the margins decreasing to zero at the load level associated with voltage collapse. Similar estimates of rad, reactive and MVA powa margins can be computed at other buses by using the loading pattern associated with the given bus.
For example at a system load of 1O. OOO M W the estimated MVA margins (assuming basecase power factor) at bus 1 is 100 compared to an actual of 93 MVA, at bus 21 it is 119 MVA compared to 126 MVA, and at bus 95 it is 212 MVA compared to an actual of 180 W A . We envision that these types of margins will provide a very low cost screening tool to identify patterns of load increase that produce threats to security. Once the threatening patterns of load increase me identified, more accurate power margins can be obtained from energy calculations analogous to those for Figure 5 .01 from altunate means of computing load power margins such as 1131, [14] .
In addition to providing estimates of the powa margins at a single bus, the energy measure can also be employed to provide more system wide security measures. This can be. done by again choosing a particular integration path for the integral expression in (2). Rather than following a path that produces nomm mismatch only at a single bus, the path is chosen 80 that the Wgenaation is changing at some or all of the system bases based upon assumed participation factors.
For example, by fixing coefficients pPiand PQ,~ at each bus, and letting AP be the total added system load, each bus load follows a linear path defined by:
Pi=*-
Qi=Q-+$giAP.
With the appropriate shape assumed for the Q-ln(V) and P-a curves, an estimate of the maximum allowable increase in system load, L\pnu, is determined as:
A P m u =
*(XU. XS)
where *i and 7@ are scalars that depend upon the assumed geometry of the real and reactive curves; variations on the parabolic shape assumption will be outlined below. As an example, Figure 6 plots the estimated and actual values of Apmax as a function of system load for the same pattern of load increase used in Figure 5 . In calculating the estimated value of mu, the assumption was made that the loads and generation are a linear function of a parameter It, and that the P a curve shapes were parabolic at all buses (yP,* = 2/3). The Q-ln(V) curve shapes were assumed parabolic at the low voltage bus and rectangular elsewhere. Intuitively this assumption arises because most of the voltage deviation occurs at the low voltage bus, while the voltages at other buses in the low voltage solution tend to be nearly constant because of voltage regulation at nearby generating buses; Q-ln(V) curves resulting from nearly constant voltages were better appmximated by a rectangular shape.
Different scenarios can be studied using (11) with changes in the assumed participation factors; the energy measure need only be determined once. For example. from a base case loading of loo00 extremely low, providing M efficht d g tool to identify patterns of load increase most threatening to the system's voltage security. M W , the same mergy m u r e of 0.69 for the bus 44 region was used both to demmine the power margins shown in As a final example the method was tested on the 415 bus system from [12] . The voltage collapse scenario studied here increased load uniformly at all buses in a contiguous 203 bus within the network, generation was then varied to maintain constant interchange between this area and the rest of the system. For an increasing sequence load levels. a value of LIpmu was again estimated via (11). Using the same rules for determining y p~ and ~Q J as for case described in Figure 6 , V. CONCLUSIONS This paper has shown that for system models with constant P-Q loads, the energy based voltage security measure can be related to area enclosed by a Q-lnV curve, or that of a P a curve. While the energy measure itself is applicable to more general voltage dependent load models, this paper has argued that relationship in the simple P-Q load case is useful for two reasons. First, it provides an intuitive interpretation of the energy measure that should make its application more acceptable in an operational environment. In particular, the interpretation as an area shows that the energy measure captures information about both the distance from the operating point to the low voltage power flow solution, and the load power margin. Moreover, a single energy measure computation can be used to approximate loadability margins for a whole family of load increase patterns starting from the base case at which the energy is computed. The computational cost of these loadability margin approximations is Discussion M. K. Pal: The authors have presented an interesting approach to determining voltage stability margin. We would, however, like to point out that the voltage instability point as stated in the paper is actually a loading limit as determined by network laws. For constant MVA load as considered in the paper, the loading limit will correspond to voltage stability limit only when the load dynamic response speed is slow compared to the speed of response of system voltage control. For fast response loads, actual voltage stability limit can be well below the limit defined by the authors.
If the load characteristic is such that the voltage stability limit and the maximum loading point are the same, the authors' method would Seem to be effective in the two-bus system discussed in Section 111. Although the authors do not clearly state how the energy measure would be computed, presumably it will come from equation (2). The reactive power margin would then be calculated using the expression given in the paper.
We have, however, strong reservation about the applicability of the methodology in large systems. While methods are available for reliable computations of the low-voltage solution points, selection of the appropriate low-voltage solution can be tricky. In a large network, selecting one bus for load increase while maintaining loads at other buses at the initial level will certainly give an unrealistic limit. Generally, when the system loading increases, loadings at most of the load buses would change by varying amounts. If the load is allowed to increase at all the buses according to some participation factor, then the choice of the lowvoltage solution point, which in turn will determine the shape of the Q-lnV (or P-a) curves at the various buses, will be open to question, and so will the reliability of the methodology. The results will also depend to a large extent on the assumed shape of the Q1nV and P-cw curves.
It is not clear how the energy measure integral (2) would be evaluated in a multiple bus system. Too many variables, not independent of each other, are. involved. However, an expression for the energy measure can be written by analogy with that for the two-bus system, so that its gradients (iv) are the power balance equations, and (5) is satisfied. (Note that, in a multiple bus system, it does not follow from (2) that these gradients yield the power balance equations.) It would be useful if the authors would show a few steps in the evaluation of the integral (2) in a multiple bus system, and the resulting expression of the energy measure.
The authors note that the energy measure does not experience discontinuity when generator reactive power limits are.
encountered. This might be due to the specific generator modeling at reactive limit used by the authors. When a generator hits reactive limit, the appropriate modeling is by its internal voltage behind synchronous reactance, not by simply changing from a P-V bus to a P-Q bus. With appropriate modeling, it is clear from (2) that there will be a discontinuity every time a generator hits reactive limit. It is not clear how a single energy measure calculated at a given operating point can provide reactive margins at other reactive loadings, since Mvar loading does not change independently of M W loading.
R. M. Hassan and C. 0. Nwankpa (ECE Department, Drexel
University, Philadelphia, PA):
The authors should be commended for their interesting paper on providing physical interpretation of the energy based voltage security measure (using Q-1n V and P-(Y curves) previously developed by them. In addition, an application of cleveloping approximated loadability margins has been developed. We agree with the authors that "The computational cost of these loadability margin approximations is extremely low ..." hence providing an impetus for its application. the discussors will appreciate authors' comments on the following.
In practice familiar Q-V curves provide information aimed at obtaining so-called var margins to voltage collapse. Energy based security indices have provided another route to achieving this result. In both cases, voltage security is investigated in terms of increasing reactive load. These studies falls under the category of small disturbance stability analysis, hence the justification of the comparison performed in the paper. Have the authors looked at implementing the energy based voltage security index in terms capturing voltage vulnerability profiles of systems due to large disturbances? If so, can the authors provide insight into a proper comparison that may be performed in the same light as in this paper? In other words, is the eiiergy based security measure an appropriate substitute for a time domain simulation approach to capturing trajectories of voltage collapse. 
T.J. Overbye, I. Dobson and C.L DeMnrco:
We would first of all like to thank the discussers for their interest in our paper.
Concerning M.K. Pal's discussion, we would agree that, as mentioned in the paper, voltage collapse is here assumed to be the dynamic consequence of a saddle node bifurcation in which the system's operating equilibrium disappears, and can therefore be considered a loading limit. As stated in the paper's introduction, the assumed scenario of our analysis is one in which the system state is moving from a point of relative security to one of increased vulnerability to voltage instability through a quasi-static variation (time scale tens of minutes to hours). The system representation and modeling used is intended to capture system behavior during this relatively slow evolution, and to identify the critical loading. Our model is not intended to accurately predict system behavior in the final moments of collapse, when the operating point has lost stability and the system state is diverging with (typically) rapidly declining voltages. Also, we have not considered oscillatory instabilities caused by Hopf bifurcations, and would agree with the discusser that for certain dynamic models (which could certainly include fast response loads) the actual voltage stability limit could be below the limits given in the paper. However, we would argue that for a large class of plausible system dynamic models, the measures proposed in the paper do provide a useful assessment of the system's voltage stability. For example, it is known that adding certain general types of dynamics to a load power balance equation does not alter the saddle node bifurcation voltage stability limit [C2] . Furthermore, the application of such Q-V and P-V based measures is well established in utility practice.
The discusser raises the question of whether an expression of the form (2) can be used to obtain an energy measure for a multiple bus system. We want to stress that such a closed form energy expression is easily expressible in closed form, as shown below in (cl), and was used throughout the paper's calculations. The explanation of the measure focused on the two bus example for simplicity only, given that the derivation for the multiple bus to increase at a number of different buses this choice is somewhat more complicated. Based upon numerical experimentation we have found that almost without fail the correct low voltage solution to use is the one which yields the lowest power margin; this method was used for all examples in the paper. For realistic load participation factors these solutions tend to be the ones with the lowest associated energy measures. Computationally efficient methods for locating this set of low energy solutions are discussed in [lo] and [13] .
We would also agree that the exact power margins are dependent upon the precise shape of the Q-ln(V) and P-alpha curves. Therefore, the quality of our power margin estimates are dependent on the accuracy of the simple analytic expressions used to approximate these curves. As mentioned in the paper, theoretical considerations related to the saddle node bifurcation indicate this shape is asymptotically parabolic near the critical points. For operating points more distant from the critical point, numeric testing indicates that the assumed shapes proposed in the paper appear to work well on realistic systems (such as the 118 and 415 bus cases). Since the computational cost of these margins is quite low, they can be used to provide an efficient screening tool to identify patterns of load increase most threatening to the system's voltage security. As mentioned in the conclusion, if more accurate estimates of these loadability margins are required they can be obtained by repeated energy calculations, or by alternate methods.
Concerning M.K. Pal's comments on generator models, we note that the appropriate generator model depends in part upon the time scale of the problem. For the time scale considered in this paper (minutes to hours), the reactive output of a generator will be limited primarily by the values from its reactive capability curve. Therefore a var limited generator can be modeled accurately as a PQ bus as the system operating point moves quasi-statically towards the critical loading level. As noted earlier in this closure, we would not advocate these models to predict behavior beyond the critical loading level, as one might wish to do in a full time domain simulation of a voltage collapse incident. More detailed dynamic models of exciter saturation might be useful to capture exact voltage trajectories as the state diverges from the former operating point; it is our opinion that such detail is generally not needed to predict the critical point.
To address the question of continuity of the energy measure as generators encounter reactive limits, we would repeat the paper's assertion that the measure is indeed continuous in such cases. This may be easily understood via the integral term in Qi(V) in the definition of the energy measure (cl). Recall from the paper that for generators, Qi(V) represents a saturating function of generator var output. The var output Qi(V) for a generator will have a discontinuity in its slope at the point when the limit is reached. However, Qi(V) itself remains a continuous, though not smooth, function. The energy measure depends on the integral of Qi(x)/x with respect to V, and is therefore guaranteed to be continuous over the always positive range of voltage magnitudes.
In regards to the discusser's last comment, we would like to thank him for giving us an opportunity to clarify this point. An energy measure, calculated for a given operating point, is used to approximate the power margins only at that operating point. Since the power margins are dependent upon the assumed load participation, the energy measure could be used to provide margins for a whole family of assumed load increase patterns. However, each of these margins is defined with respect to the original operating point. Thus, for the example in the paragraph immediately preceding Figure 7 , the same energy value of 0.69 (calculated for the operating point of 10000 MW load) is used to determine the MW, Mvar and MVA margins shown in the 10000 MW load row of Table 3 , and the real power margin shown in case has been addressed in many previous works (see, for example [Cl] , and our papers [8] , [9] , [lo] ). In the two bus example of the paper, the right-hand side of (2) (last two lines in the equation) provide the closed form expression for the energy measure in terms of the high and low voltage power flow solutions. For example consider the two bus system with per unit values of B,, = -B22 = 10, PL= 2.0, QL = 1.0, (as,Vs) = (-0.2360 rad, 0.8554) and (u",V") = (-0.871 1 rad, 0.2614); straightforward variable substitution in (2) gives the energy measure reported for Figure 2 of 0.861. The same type of expression and evaluation applies in the multiple bus case. As requested by the discusser, the closed form expression for the multiple bus energy measure used in the paper is given by:
It is important to note that each of the terms involving Qi(x) are integrals of a scalar function (reactive demand at bus i) of a scalar variable (voltage magnitude at that bus). Hence there is no issue of path dependence in these expressions, and the integral is easily evaluated in closed form when the reactive load Qi is an arbitrary polynomial or exponential function of bus voltage. As was the case for the two bus system, once the high and low voltage power flow solutions (xs, xu respectively) are known, numerical evaluation of the energy measure requires only straightforward substitution into (cl). The computational complexity is on. the order of the calculation of the power flow mismatch vector. For the lossless case, simple partial derivative catculations confirm that the gradient of (cl) is indeed the vector of the power balance equations (with the reactive equation at bus i scaled by (Vi)-'). For the case with transmission line losses, the gradient yields a vector function that is exactly equal to the power mismatch equations only when evaluated at xs; at all other points it only approximates the power balance equations.
M.K. Pal raises an interesting issue concerning the selection of the appropriate low voltage solution.
For a set of load participation factors, the correct low voltage solution to use in the power margin calculation is the one which will ultimately coalesce with the high voltage solution if the load increase were allowed to continue (with the specified participation) to the point of bifurcation. The appropriate low voltage solution is therefore dependent upon the assumed participation factors. For cases in which the load increase is limited to a single bus (such as in the classic Q-V curve) the selection of the low voltage solution is almost invariably that found with an initial low voltage guess at the bus in question. We would agree that when the load is allowed Figure 6 corresponding to a load of 10000 MW. Other margins in the table and figure, associated with other loads, are determined using the energy measures associated with those loads.
In response to R.M. Hassan and C.O. Nwankpa, we are thankful for their interest in, and,positive assessment of our method. Our emphasis to date has been in using energy methods to provide margins for the maximum loadability of a system. In a sense, this application can be considered a nonlinear small disturbance stability measure, in the sense that large structural changes or disturbances are not of direct interest in these studies. Energy based methods have, of course, been used to aid in the assessment of system transient stability. Therefore we believe that energy methods offer the potential for assessing system voltage stability following large disturbances. However we have not as yet pursued a intensive research in that area. Preliminary results in this direction may be found in 
